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behind-to work the fields.   In the so-called "colonial5'
provinces, part of the garrison, soldier-settlers of Menelik's
conquest, would be able to fight.
Making allowance for these facts, the Emperor was able
to call up about two hundred and fifty thousand men for
war, one-fifth of whom had modern weapons. By the
beginning of the war there were over three hundred
thousand metropolitan and native troops in the Italian
colonies. In numbers as well as in armaments the Italians
were superior.
In machine-guns the disproportion of Ethiopian arma-
ment was even more marked. In the two years 1934-355
the Emperor had imported six hundred and fifty-nine
machine-guns, nearly all of them light machine-gun rifles.
Seven heavy machine-gun companies had been organised
in the Imperial Guard.
Mulugeta had five machine-guns, fired and cleaned by a
Cuban revolutionary. His chiefs had others. In the
Ogaden the most they could collect was ten. They were
all of different systems. So were the one hundred and
fifty which the Emperor was supposed to be holding in
reserve.
One thousand light automatics entered Ethiopia during
the war. Most found their way into the hands of the
Ogaden army. The rest got no farther than Addis to the
front.
The fiercer resistance which the Italians were to
experience in the Ogaden was due to the proportionately
stronger armament which Nasibu's army enjoyed, lying as
she did across the munitions route at Jijiga. Even here,
as the Turkish military advisers of Nasibu reported half-
way through the war, in the ordinary proportion of
machine-guns to rifles, the Ethiopians were lacking by
ninety per cent.
Rifles and machine-guns were needed by the Ethiopians
to fight a guerrilla war: they lacked both. Where
guerrilla war was essential—in the north—the odds were
even more brutally against them.
The heavier arms were almost non-existent in Ethiopia.
Her most powerful gun was a French .75 given to the
Emperor by the Marechal Franchet D'Esperey ; she had
two or three batteries of light mountain artillery and a few

